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A CENTENARY OF THE RAE AT FARNBOROUGH



BIRTH OF A NEW INDUSTRY



WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE



NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The application of aerial wireless 

communication brought a 

breakthrough in military air power



GREAT ADVANCES IN TWO WORLD 

WARS





BIRTH OF THE JET AGE



COLD WAR WINNERS

Developing air science to meet new needs



MAKING AIR TRAVEL SAFE



NEW FRONTIERS

Into the space age



HOW SHOULD WE TELL THE STORY?

How did the RAE change the world?

What made it unique?

How was it organised?

What did they all do?

Who will be interested?



RECOGNIZE DIFFERENT AUDIENCES

Professionals in aviation sector

Military and ex-military

Science and history buffs

Young people and students

The general public

Overseas visitors



AGREEING THE PRIORITIES

Select key developments and game changers 

since 1918

Explain their significance

 Illustrate with artefacts and images

 Identify important personalities

Decide delivery options

Consider costs





TIGHT FIXED TIMESCALE

SIX MONTHS!
 From first thoughts to opening day of exhibition

 Need to avoid April 1st clash with RAF centenary events so May 25th chosen 
for launch

 Need to start working on content immediately

 Essential to work alongside display designer on rolling basis

 Identify affordable project cost cap – £8K

 Search for possible sponsors or partners



CHOSEN TITLE – RAE 100

 Need to establish simple and memorable project title



PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships- internally and externally to 

maximise effort results

Use opportunity to educate and inform 

volunteers regarding design and graphics 

applications

Establish higher standard for future 

museum displays beyond this project



SUPPORT FROM THE MUSEUMS 

SECTOR AND INDUSTRY



SPONSORS BUILT INTO EACH DISPLAY

PANEL AND ALL PUBLICITY PLATFORMS



A CHALLENGE TO BALANCE 

DESCRIPTIONS WITH BREVITY



STANDARDISATION FOR DISPLAYS



RESEARCH

 30 RAE Departmental themes identified – treated as self-contained stories 

with key innovations and relevance

 Each featured in a display panel 4ft x3ft representing a compromise on 

content and readability, mounted on portable display stands

 Supplemented by large format tv screens showing historic film clips

 The vast FAST picture library was used avoiding copyright issues

 Supplemented by images taken specially for the project

 Two authors responsible for providing all copy and cross checking 



SELECTING THE FORMATS

 Exhibition display panels (new) and video screens 

(existing)

 Volunteers prepare suitable video clips from film 

stocks

 Posters (new)

 Leaflets (new)

 Souvenir glossy quality commemorative book (new)

 Advertising

 Media and pr launch including local radio and tv

 Series of nationwide lectures



RE-USING ASSETS

 To obtain maximum value from the project all displays 
were designed to be re-used as part of a rolling museum 
upgrade programme or as stand-alone displays in single 
or group sets. 

 Established graphics standards to be used for other new 
projects.

 All new RAE 100 elements are being re-used

 Local FAST display in local shopping centre requested and 
opened last weekend, to run for two months.









LATEST FAST PUBLIC DISPLAY IN 

FARNBOROUGH SHOPPING CENTRE 



WIDENING THE AUDIENCE

 Associated lectures and film shows have broadened local community 
engagement.

 Many illustrated RAE100 lectures have taken place from Scotland to the 
South Coast.

 Major magazine features followed the RAE100 launch event.

 BBC TV South Today broadcast three live news broadcasts with interviews 
from the museum all day on May 25th.

 FAST set up a heritage pavilion featuring the RAE100 exhibition at the 2018 
Farnborough International Air Show and featured in show-wide tv coverage 
throughout the week.

 Almost weekly school parties have visited the exhibition and also  
organisations including U3A, history and aviation groups.

 Closer working links forged with Farnborough College of Technology.





BREAKING EVEN – AND BEYOND…

 The estimated cost of the RAE100 project was around £8k

 With partial sponsorship the cost to FAST was close to £4k

 However sales of the souvenir book at £10 each have produced a 

profit and continue to sell well. Please ask the presenter who has 

some today!

 Additional shop sales boosted by the RAE100 events, and an 

increase in visitor numbers for weekday group visits to the museum 

and conducted tours of the wind tunnels (charges apply) have 

helped generate much additional income.

 As an all-volunteer museum and trust, all the preparation, 

management and project work was provided free of charge, apart 

from paid exhibition display boards and associated publications.

 The project undoubtedly provided a significant boost to the status 

and respect for the work of the trust, especially throughout the 

aerospace and defence communities, and local government, who 

all provided VIPs for the opening launch event.  



LESSONS LEARNED

 Need to keep a sharp focus on the outcomes and not be too distracted 

by the process.

 Establish the project parameters at the outset and stick with them.

 Exploit the project to increase knowledge and experience of 

volunteers.

 Maximise networking contacts to share your enthusiasm.

 Actively seek out partners and sponsors to assist funding.

 Look for help in kind from those willing and able to reach out.

 Look at how any new assets can be re-used.

 Don’t skimp on quality displays and material.

 Get volunteers involved and motivated and share the praise.

 Never lose sight of deadlines! 

 On display materials and services, if you can obtain discounts and 
bargains, go for it!



ONWARDS AND UPWARDS!


